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XXXX Marketing – Lead Generation
Leads, leads, and leads. It’s the lifeblood of every business. If you’re struggling to attract
qualified, targeted leads to your business, you’re probably having a difficult time hitting your financial
goals (or you haven’t set them high enough!).
If capturing high-quality leads were such an easy thing, every business would be a thriving
empire. The bottom line is, it comes down to a precise alignment of marketing, sales, and execution.
Who is your target market? How are they getting introduced to your product/service? Are you relying
on cold traffic or are they landing on you site already interested in what you have to offer? These are
the kind of questions you have to ask yourself when creating a marketing strategy that actually produces
leads that will convert to customers.
That’s where we come in. We here are XXXX Marketing have years of lead generation
experience that brings you sales – quick, fast, and in a hurry. We’ve worked with many small business
owners just like yourself to either set up a proven lead generation funnel or revamp their existing one to
deliver you one thing: leads who actually buy.
You see, the thing is, there are a lot of marketing firms out there who sell themselves as “lead
generation experts” and promise you the world…but, they rarely, if ever, deliver the goods. Most of
them simply take your money and invest into expensive, costly advertising – it may bring in some leads
but the conversion rate is so low you end up breaking even, or even worse, losing money on a
campaign!
We’re different.
Our staff of experienced lead generation professionals know exactly what it takes to attract
high-quality leads for your business – regardless of the competition or what industry you’re playing in.
We will map out a winning game plan that sets you for success right from the beginning, and once we
figure out that “perfect mix” for your customers and your products/services, we’ll implement our “tuner
strategy” to accelerate your lead generation results by 2x, 5x, and 10x or more to make sure you get the
most bang for your buck.
We at XXXX Marketing can help you achieve the similar results with our experienced, proven
group of lead generation advisors who knows exactly how to set up a killer lead generation funnel, send
qualified traffic to it, and ultimately turn visitors into customers who buy time after time.
Find out why more small business owners than ever are turning to XXXX Marketing to create
comprehensive lead generation systems through strategic analysis and focused execution.
Get in touch with us today for a FREE, no-obligation conversation about how we can help you
set up a powerful lead generation system from scratch (or improve your existing one so it starts bringing
in massive sales!).

XXXX Marketing – Copywriting
Copywriting is one of the most under-utilized (and under-valued) marketing tools at your
disposal. It’s may not be as sexy as lead generation systems or fancy PPC campaigns, but when executed
the right way, it can make just as large of an impact to your bottom line.
The power of “salesmanship in print” can be immense if you understand the complexities of
sales psychology and persuasive writing principles. Once you see the sales come flowing in from
hundreds or thousands of customers from just one well-written direct response copywriting
advertisement, you’ll quickly realize just how essential it is to your marketing efforts (and it’ll quickly
become your number one, “go-to” marketing tool!)
How do we know this? Well, we’ve helped countless small business owners just like yourself
(who previously didn’t believe “simple words” could sell) rake in millions of dollars in sales from online
direct response sales letters, advertisements, emails, and direct mail pieces. After seeing the results for
themselves, they swear by it and invest thousands of dollars in each sales letter or written copy
advertisement – because they KNOW they will earn 5x or 10x their investment back almost
immediately!
Ask yourself if you’ve encountered one of the below scenarios:




Have you ever run an ad or sent out a mailing and gotten ZERO response - OR - even if the
ad DID get a little bit of response ... you still got that sick-to-your-stomach feeling
because you lost money?
Have you spent loads of time and money (more than you care to admit) driving hordes of
traffic to a website, only to have your hopes dashed by a teeny-tiny number of sales and
leads?

If you have, it’s easy to be skeptical about advertising in general and choose instead to do oldfashioned sales tactics (in-person or through the phone). It’s OK – it’s not your fault and there are many
small business owners who still live in this outdated mindset. What you have to realize is even if coldcalling and in-person sales may work for your product or service, you are potentially leaving tens of
thousands (if not more) worth of sales on the table by not taking advantage of proven copywriting
advertisements!
That’s where we come in. We here are XXXX Marketing have worked with hundreds of small
business owners to craft effective, professional copy that truly engages your prospects, presents your
product/service as the solution, and convinces them to order immediately to “stop the bleeding”.
Our staff of veteran copywriting all-stars know exactly what it takes to write copy that sells your
product/service – no matter what industry you’re in and who your competitors on.

Find out why more small business owners than ever are turning to XXXX Marketing to take
advantage of “salesmanship-in-print” advertisements and double, or triple their existing profits within a
matter of weeks.
Get in touch with us today for a FREE, no-obligation conversation and begin planning out how to
reach more customers and get them to pull their credit cards and purchase from you “on-the-spot”!

XXXX Marketing – Website Design
Website design is more than just fancy graphics and catchy animations. Sure, everybody
likes visiting a pretty site where they can interact with it beyond just clicking through links or
images, but the ones that are truly successful combine a deep understanding of conversion rate
optimization with the sensational visual aspects. In other words, effective website design should
fundamentally both appease your visitor’s appetite for rich, vibrant colors while ensuring they are
effortlessly guided towards a elegantly simple opportunity to purchase your goods.
In the small business landscape, too much emphasis is often placed on the need for
something “cool” or “stunning”. The fact of the matter is, unless you’re in the website design or
creative business, what you need is a page that converts visitors to leads (and ultimately,
buyers).
We here at XXXX Marketing understand that because we’re a full-service marketing
boutique – not a Madison Avenue creative agency specializing in website design. This means while
we certainly appreciate cutting-edge design and visuals, we also understand that an expensive, rich
design can also be disastrous to your bottom line (and a costly investment) if implemented the
wrong way. There’s a distinct need to allow your visitors to feel comfortable browsing your
website while being slowly led down your sales funnel and making it easy as possible to purchase
your products/services.
Our veteran team of proven marketing experts, artsy web designers and professional web
developers work side-by-side to create a strategy that accomplishes the best of both worlds –
merging flawless, appealing visual design patterns and colors with smart, easy functionality that
accomplishes a single goal – turning your visitors into qualified leads or better yet, buyers.
We hope that whether you are considering redesigning your website, or need a brand-new
one built from scratch, you’ll allow us to prove to you why when it comes to designing websites that
delivers tangible financial results, we’re among the best in the business. We’ve helped hundreds of
small businesses just like yours wow their visitors and convert them into customers who LOVE
purchasing their products/services online through a fun, intuitive experience that makes buying a
breeze.
Get in touch with us today for a FREE, no-obligation conversation about how we can help
you design and develop a website that will not only attract more visitors, but keep them there
longer and ultimately, make them loyal, die-hard customers.

XXXX Marketing – Mobile Websites
If you haven’t take some time to think about how the rapid growth of mobile device usage
affects your business, here are some amazing facts to consider:


There are currently 6 Billion mobile subscribers worldwide



This equals 87% of the world’s population



There are over 1.2 Billion people accessing the web from their mobiles



Over 300,000 apps have been developed in the past 3 years



Google earns 2.5 Billion in mobile ad revenue annually

So what does this mean for your small business? Well, the explosion of mobile growth
we’ve experienced so far is only the tip of the iceberg – you can bet your bottom dollar that more
consumers than ever are going to continue flocking to your website or your storefront through
their mobile devices. The question is – are you ready for them?
Do you have a smart, convenient experience that delights your customers and makes it easy
for them to learn about your products/services, discounts/promotions, and most importantly, to
order and pay? Do your customers feel secure ordering from your website through their mobile
phone? Or are they leaving your site barely moments after arriving due to a frustrating, confusing
experience that leaves an ugly footprint on your brand? Word-of-mouth travels faster than ever
these days, and the last thing you want your brand to be known as is the “unattractive, repelling”
company that is a pain to visit on their mobile devices.
So what do you do? How do you design an experience that visually pleases your customers
WHILE compelling them to easily purchase your products/services? That’s where we come in. We
here are XXXX Marketing have years of mobile website design under our belt and are well-equipped
to help you create a rich interactive experience with your users that makes them want to browse,
shop, and ultimately buy. We’ve helped small business owners just like you adapt existing websites
to fit mobile devices (i.e., smartphones, tablets) or create a brand-new mobile website interface that
looks clean and functions superbly across all the latest and greatest mobile devices!
Our staff of experienced mobile website designers and developers know exactly what it
takes to make it as fun, rewarding, and easy as possible for your customers to visit your mobile
website, browse through your latest promotions/offers, and purchase from you right on the spot
(wherever they may be!)

Get in touch with us today for a FREE, no-obligation conversation about how we can help
you set up mobile websites your customers will LOVE you for (and continue to spread the good
word about how awesome your new mobile website is!)

XXXX Marketing - Email Marketing
Email marketing can be a powerful but tricky proposition for inexperienced small businesses
owners. When and how often do you reach out to your customers? What do you send them in the form
of fresh, relevant content? How do you get them excited to take advantage of your next promotion?
There is no “one-size-fits-all” answer. The fact is, you must have a specific, actionable plan that aligns to
your overarching marketing and sales strategy to maximize the effectiveness of your email campaigns.
With that being said, make no mistake about it – master email marketing and you’ll reap the
sizeable rewards of legions of loyal customers buying from you over and over again.
Polling has shown that nearly 59% marketers rely on e-mail marketing and moreover, they felt
that it was the most effective marketing channel for generating lasting revenue. With over 3.1 billion
registered email accounts globally, market analysts are projecting an e-mail marketing share of nearly
$15.7 billion. This means that the market is shifting drastically towards an almost exclusive e-mail
environment for presenting and consuming merchant offers.
Recent studies found that more people (37%) are opening email on mobile devices than through
webmail on an Internet browser (30%), with 4 out of 10 emails now being read on a mobile device.
Additional studies found that 90% of consumers admitted to visiting a business because of an online
promotion they received through email on their mobile devices. As mobile grows, so will the
importance (and effectiveness) of email marketing as a crucial weapon in your lead generation arsenal.
Now that it’s clear consumers are responding more than ever to email marketing, the question
is- how do you place and keep your small business squarely in front of your customers?
We at XXXX Marketing can help. We have years of experience designing and creating successful
email marketing campaigns using results-driven, tested strategies for building your subscriber list,
crafting engaging content, and ultimately pre-selling your offer in a thoughtful, relevant manner.
Here are just some of the benefits we provide our clients:





Proven in-store and online techniques for quickly building your subscriber list by running
special promotions or discounts that make your customers actually want to sign up for
your list
Meticulously crafted emails that offer fresh, relevant content which keeps your
customers engaged with your brand and excited about your promotions
Analytics-driven promotional sequences which help you pinpoint, when, where and how
to interact with your customers so they can take advantage of “pre-sales” discounts and
offers – dramatically increasing the odds of a successful promotion before it’s even open
to the general public

We here at XXXX Marketing offers our team of veteran copywriters, lead generation experts,
and mobile website designers all working on conjunction to develop, execute, and manage a

comprehensive marketing strategy designed specifically with one goal in mind – to increase your bottom
line as quickly as possible. With the increasing emergence of mobile technology and usage, there is no
better time than now to “strike while the iron’s hot” and use email marketing to get in front of your
prospective customers.
We can help you to brainstorm, develop and quickly deploy an email marketing campaign that
will not only increase the number of customers entering your sales funnel, but more importantly, keep
them buying from you over and over again. Get in touch with us today for a FREE, no-obligation
conversation and starting planning out how to get more customers and turn the ones you already have
into loyal, raving fans!

